An analysis of measurements of phase and amplitude scintillations imparted on a Gaussian laser beam probing a weakly scattering random medium is presented. The second-order statistics (correlation functions and spectral densities) of the detector fluctuations (for homodyne and heterodyne interferometers) are related to the corresponding stochastic properties of the scattering medium. In the plane-wave limit simple relationships [analogous to the diffraction projection theorem for deterministic media; Opt. Commun. 1, 153 (1969)] between the wave-field statistics and the generalized spectral density of the medium are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
A theory is developed for the fluctuations in the phase and amplitude of a laser beam probing a locally homogeneous and anisotropic medium. Near-field (imaging) applications only are considered. This paper extends to random fluctuations the results from other papers" 2 concerning the near-field, line-of-sight probing of deterministic media. It also generalizes some previous studies 3 ' 4 dealing with laser-beam probing of homogeneous atmospheric turbulence. The theory was motivated by the need to interpret the results of scintillation experiments on toroidal magnetically confined plasmas. 5 It is shown that the three-dimensional fluctuation intensity distribution in a weakly scattering medium can be inferred from interferometric measurements of the phase and amplitude fluctuations on a single wide probing beam.
The broadband turbulence observed in tokamak plasmas exhibits the following, almost universal, characteristics 6 :
(1) Fluctuations in the electron number density he(R, t) in the poloidal plane (roughly perpendicular to the magnetic field) are approximately isotropic, with correlation length 1 small compared with the plasma radius 1L << a.
(2) The dominant part of the spectral density of the fluctuations in the poloidal plane is well represented by a Gaussian distribution whose width varies little from interior to edge.
(3) The fluctuation amplitude is generally quite small compared with the bulk plasma density e/ne < 10%.
(4) The intensity of relative density fluctuations fie/ne is significantly greater in the edge region than in the plasma interior.
(5) The toroidal correlation length 41, (parallel to the field) is much greater than in the poloidal plane: l >> 1.
In a poloidal cross section the plasma turbulence can thus be regarded as locally homogeneous, 7 being characterized by an inner correlation length 1i = 1 for the local spectrum and an outer scale length >> 1i for variation of the fluctuation intensity. For sufficiently high laser frequencies (e.g., infrared), the plasma refractive index is n(R, t) = 1 -ne(R, t)/(2ncr), where ncr >> ne is the critical density above which the incident beam is reflected. The fluctuating part of the refractive index is therefore weakly scattering-i.e., the phase and amplitude perturbations impressed on the beam are small.
In Section 2 the notation required for the development of the theory is introduced. This is used in Section 3 to obtain an expression for the (Rytov phase) fluctuations imparted on a Gaussian beam assumed to be probing in the poloidal plane. The wave-field fluctuations are then related to the interferometrically determined heterodyne and homodyne signal fluctuations. These signals are assumed to be free of laser, ambient, and electrical noise. For line-of-sight scintillation measurements, it is found to be convenient to introduce the notion of a complex signal that is proportional to the complex Rytov phase but bounded by the Gaussian electric field envelope of the probing beam. Together with the usual spatial correlation function of the complex signal fluctuations, a new quantity, the conjugate correlation, first introduced in relation to plane-wave scattering by Nazikian, 8 is shown to complete the description of the second-order statistics of the complex signal. New results for the signal correlations and power spectral densities are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Because of the more transparent k-space picture of the scattering interaction, however, attention is restricted primarily to the properties of the spectral densities. The limiting case of plane-wave illumination is examined in Section 6.
RANDOM MEASURES
The refractive index is expressed as the sum of a mean and a fluctuating part, n(R, t) = (n(R, t)) + (R, t), (2.1) where angle brackets denote an ensemble average over the random process X. Without loss of generality, we set (n(R, t)) = 0, and the time dependence is ignored so that n(R) = h(R). The temporal spectrum is examined elsewhere. 9 The spectral representation of the random function n is given by the stochastic Fourier-Stieltjes integral with random complex amplitude dv(K) (Ref. 10):
The correlation function is constructed as (WienerKhinchin theorem) rn(R,,R2) = (n(Rj)n(R2))
where, for an inhomogeneous medium, we use 4) where cFn(K,,K 2 ) is the generalized spectral density or bispectrum of the inhomogeneous random field X and dK = dk.dkydk,. These second-order measures are Hermitian; i.e., rn(R,,R 2 ) = rn*(R2,Rl) and In terms of the mean and the difference coordinates (2.6) a quasi-homogeneous medium is defined by the following criteria":
(1) The degree of spatial correlation is homogeneous;
i.e., n(RlR2) = Sn(A)- ( 2) The intensity in(l) changes much more slowly with I than sn(A) changes with A.
Under these conditions and with the use of Eq. (2.5), the correlation of the refractive-index irregularities can be approximated by the separable form rn(R,,R 2 ) fn(l, A) -7( )(A)
The quantity An(,) is the correlation of a locally homogeneous random process. 7 (For now, a tilde denotes random measures referred to the center-of-mass coordinate system.) When the correlation f n is integrable, the Fourier transform N(K) of the sample function n(R) exists, ' 2 and the stochastic integral formalism is unnecessary. In particular, the bispectrurn is given by
(2.8) proximation (2.7) permits 'Dn to be decomposed as
where In and Sn are the three-dimensional Fourier transforms of the fluctuation intensity I (1) and the homogeneous degree of correlation n(A), respectively, and the wave vectors are given by
Dually, cDn(K, K') is the correlation for a locally homogeneous process K with spectral density Sn and spectral correlation In. Note that Sn is normalized so that
The laser is assumed to probe in the z direction, and the transmitted radiation is measured in a plane normal to the beam. The z dependence of the laser-beam intensity requires the introduction of the two-dimensional stochastic quantities necessary for the later analysis. First, n can be expressed as the stochastic integral (2.13) where K -(k, k,) and dk = dk, dky. Lowercase boldface characters are used throughout to denote two-dimensional vector quantities. By analogy with Eq. (2.4) the mixedcoordinate random amplitude satisfies (dv(kl; zl)dv*(k 2 ; z2)) = (2 r) 4 Fn(ki,k 2 ; z, z2) and, since n is real, displays Hermitian symmetry: dv(k; z) = dv*(-k; z).
(2.14) (2.15) These facts are used in Section 4. The two-dimensional refractive-index correlation can now be constructed as Fn(pl,p2; z1, z2) = (n(p,, zj)n(p 2 , z2))
x Fn(k,, k 2 ; z1, z2), (2.16) where Fn is the two-dimensional cross spectral density of the fluctuations in planes z and Z 2 . The twodimensional bispectrum can be expressed in terms of its three-dimensional counterpart as Fn(ki,k 2 ; z, 2 Making use of the definition of Eq. (2.3) together with ap-
The two-dimensional mean and difference coordinates and a are specified by (2.20) and the wave vectors are related by
From Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15), it can be verified that F,, has
Hermitian symmetry:
Substituting from Eq. (2.10) into the right-hand side of
(2.24)
where
and g(R, R') is the spherical-wave point response (Green's function). The amplitude and the phase perturbations imparted on the beam on passage through the medium are obtained from the real and the imaginary parts of the perturbed Gaussian beam Rytov phase FIG = XG + j'PGWhen the medium is randomly fluctuating, XG and G0 are also random functions and are obtained by expressing Eq. (3.6) as a stochastic integral In the parabolic approximation we find that
where 0 < z' < L is the axial extent of the medium and z 2 L is the position of the observation plane. The dimensionless kernel is (3.8) with complex factor
With these definitions, the two-dimensional stochastic properties of the diffracted probing beam can be related to the general three-dimensional spectral density of the random field.
GAUSSIAN-BEAM FLUCTUATIONS
We assume a probing Gaussian beam (wave number ko = coo/c) coincident with the z axis with a beam waist located at z 0 . Propagating the Gaussian plane wave at the waist to the plane z with the use of the Fresnel integral permits the free-space field to be written as uO = exp(Wr 0 O) with complex phase
where In the limit / -1 we recover the plane-wave Rytov phase whose Fourier transform is given by i2
Pp(k; z) = exp(jkzz)N(K),
(3.10) (3.11) For elastic scattering, the scattered wave vector satisfies K (Ke, ,) = ko + K with Kzj = ko. Thus Tp determines the refractive-index transform N(K) on a hemispherical surface that passes through the origin in wave-number space.' 5 This relationship is illustrated, together with its parabolic approximation, in Fig. 1 .
and the beam power a 0 2 is, for convenience, taken as unity. Equation (3.1) is valid, provided that the parabolic condition Z/zR << (kowo) 2 is satisfied.
Provided that AO << l, where 1i is the fluctuation innerscale length, the scalar electric field diffracted from the random refractive field satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation A. Imaging Applications An imaging optic is often employed in scintillation experiments to ensure that near-field (image plane) or far-field (focal plane) conditions (and the ensuing simplifying approximations) apply. We therefore are required to know the field ua = exp(qi'a + iP,) in the measurement plane in front of the optic. For a lens of focal length f at distance do from the plane L (see Fig. 2 ) the Rytov phase in an 13) where (3.14) and 'Pa is a fixed quadratic phase. The character of the lens Rytov phase is determined by the lens parameter a.
For example, when f -> , then a = 1, and the lens-free result [Eq. (3.7)] is recovered. Substituting the imaging
which is identical, apart from inversion and magnification by M to the complex Gaussian phase in the plane L. The Fourier-transforming property of the lens for the field in the front focal plane is recovered in the limit d = f a -oo. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider a unit magnification system M = 1 and take the object plane to lie at the boundary (2 = L). We then need only consider k and put
eG(p, L), (3.15) where the laser-beam intensity envelope is (3.16) For notational economy, we hereafter suppress the dependence on the coordinate L for measurement-plane quantities.
B. Homodyne and Heterodyne Intensity Fluctuations
It is the correlation of the measured detector current fluctuations that is derived from experimental measurements. We relate this to the statistics of the Rytov phase fluctuations and so, through Eq. (3.7), to the properties of the refractive-index fluctuations. The detector signals result from intensity perturbations arising either from the selfbeating of the incident beam and diffracted Huygens wavelets (homodyne detection) or from mixing with a phase quadrature local oscillator beam (heterodyne detection). Heterodyne detection for a typical plasma diagnostic system that images the field in the plane z = L (phase scintillation or interferometry) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . We assume a local oscillator field related to the incident beam by (3.17) where r is the relative field amplitude and OLO is a constant phase offset. The signal registered by a square-law point detector contained in the plane L is proportional to the local intensity Denote by % the random field composed of the ensemble of all such complex random functions c(p). The amplitude and phase random functions are obtained from (3.22) so that the recovery of the component amplitude and phase random fields requires the introduction of the conjugate process q consisting of the ensemble of random functions c(p) c*(p). The reason for the additional notational complexity will become clear in Section 4.
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Using Eqs. 
FFa-j(Fsa+as). (4.5)
These quantities exhibit the symmetry properties and obey the relations r=r *, rc.=rc.* (4.6) fied. Since the integrand is assumed to be significant only for dl S li, these conditions simplify as The signal correlation function is given by the dimensionless expression follows for the conjugate correlation F 0 U (the negative subscript indicating reversal of the sign of k 2 ).
To exploit the local homogeneity simplification, we recast the integral [Eq. (4.19) st.
the integral kernels for the correlation r and the conju-(4.10) gate correlation can be expressed in center-of-mass (4.10) coordinates as We choose to decouple the integrations by making the usual assumption that F,(k, k'; d, s) is small for dl greater than some characteristic correlation length li, where li << L. Although this approximation is convenient, the following analysis does not require it. At this point, by virtue of the fact that ebp is a slowly varying function of z', it is also customary to replace z, and Z 2 in Eq. (4.9) by the mean coordinate s = ( + z 2 )/2. This is valid, provided that the weak conditions IkFdl << 1 (Raman-Nath diffraction) and k pld/zR << 1 (Gaussian near field') are satis- Fourier transformable. Since the kernel 9, is integrable, it therefore follows that F, is also integrable. As a consequence, the two-dimensional spatial Fourier transforms The analysis simplifies when the probing beam is collimated: Second-order terms in the normalized coordinates , Aq, and I are neglected (LAO << w), and H 2IrG, rendering the kernels X invariant to axial shifts. The integrals over the axial coordinates can be readily performed to give (5.16) with a similar form obtained for F,
PLANE-WAVE LIMIT
We consider now the simple case when the beam is wide compared with the largest significant scale length fluctua- Using the elastic-scattering condition [Eq. (3.11)], it can be shown that the three-dimensional scattering wave vectors are related by
(6.9)
In terms of the hybrid wave vectors, this can also be written as k.,'
With Eq. (6.9) or Eq. (6.10), the z components of the mean and the difference scattering wave vectors can be expressed entirely in terms of k and k'. Each pair of scattering wave vectors K 1 and K 2 uniquely determines the fluctuation bispectrum F, at points K and K' within the three-dimensional k-space volumes a and 1R' illustrated in Fig. 3 . The vector 2W is also constrained to the volume A'. We express this by writing KR E N., where 9. 0.5 x GR'. In a similar sense, the vector K.' falls within the region A*' _ 2 x A. When the wave field is band limited by the image-forming system, the regions are substantially diminished, as shown by the lighter shaded areas in Fig. 3 for which JK, I Nikko.
When the refractive field is locally homogeneous, the bispectrum separates, permitting a relatively simple geometric interpretation of the above results. Substituting Equations (6.1) and (6.2) are the random media equivalents (for the parabolically approximated Rytov phase) to the diffraction-projection theorem for the field diffracted from a deterministic medium. 5 These results can also be obtained directly from Eq. 
2!S \
where the hybrid coordinates for the spectral correlation are
(6.8) s n .} centered on k.,' = -2ko) fills, and so determines, the spectral correlation In within the lightly shaded region 5..
Since the fluctuation intensity i, is a slowly varying function in the spatial domain (compared with the correlation sn), its Fourier transform, the spectral correlation 1 n is significant only in a small region of bandwidth K,' near the origin in K' space. Being relatively broadband, S,,, on the other hand, will vary little within some volume A3s (for simplicity, taken to be a ball) of radius Ks at the origin in K space._ From Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12), Sn is sampled in the regions R and R.. Since Sn is approximately constant in iTs, the measured bispectra F, and FCC are independent of Sn in the regions SP -s n a (see Fig. 4 ) and 9'. =_ s n R., respectively. When K and K. explore the regions 9' and 9'., Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) determine In within regions J and J., respectively. The mapping SP -> J is illustrated in the k,' -k' plane in Fig. 4 . The spectral correlation is determined in the lightly shaded region filled by the intersections of the two sets of semicircles described by the positive and negative branches of Eq. (6.9). The centers of the semicircles occupy the regions 2 X ' centered, respectively, at k,' = -2ko and k,' = 2ko. As might be expected, the higher the transverse spatial frequency of the outer-scale variation (greater scattering angle), the more is it spatially resolved in the direction parallel to the beam. The mapping from 9. onto A. based on Eq. (6.10) is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The spectral correlation is available in the region U S.. The minimum k extent of this region (occurring at IcK = 0) is 2[(ko Fig. 5 ). Being Hermitian, I(K') can therefore be uniformly recovered to a bandwidth 2KSF. This extends an earlier result by Nazikian, 8 who showed that In(0, k,') could be recovered to the bandwidth 2KSF.
By way of illustration, let us consider a scintillation experiment employing a collimated laser beam probing in a poloidal plasma cross section. For toroidal plasma devices, recall that >> 1l [property (5) noted in Section 1], so that the fluctuations can be regarded as varying only in the two-dimensional x-z plane. The beam waist w is taken to be significantly greater than the outer-scale length I0, and an N-element linear detector array of width W = 2wo samples the total scattered field at the plasma boundary. One-dimensional signals i+(x) and L(x) are available at the N detector positions, and the discrete Fourier transform is used to compute the bispectra under the assumption that the signals at sufficiently different times convey independent realizations of the process X.
Because of the isotropy property (1) Finally, it is interesting to note that, when backscattered waves are included, the center-of-mass scattered wave vectors K = ko + K and Rc = ko + K. fill the spherical volume c < k while the wave vectors K' = ko + K' and K.' = ko + K.' fill the volume K < 2ko. The scattering system spatial-frequency passband for second-order measures is related to that for three-dimensional imaging of a weakly scattering deterministic source for a range of illumination and collection angles.' 8 
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